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INTRODUCTION 

by 

J.B. PENDRY~ 

Scienco R~soarch Council, Dar~sbury LaboratorYI DaresburYi 

Warrin9ton WA4 4AD 


Free electron lasers b~came reality ~ith the expe~iment by Madey(l) 

in which the 43 MeV Stanford Llnac drove a 3.4 In laser with a mean power 

of 1 W~ This exp~riment opens up a vast range of possibilities for devel

opment and applicationa. On the development side th~re is the poaaibility 

of extension to higher pow~rs. A recirculatory device of some sort would 

be needed raising problems of electron beam otability under la$ing condi

tions and requiring considerable study. The potential powers from recir

culatory devicee are huge. Bee6uee of the large r.f. power that can be 

injected into an electron boam, only a few , efficiency gives kilowatts of 

podr to the iaser 4 

Next there is th~ possibility of operation in different wavelength 

ranges. ~e most eKciting and difficult prospect is a la~r in the near 

U.V. SUch a device would be expansive and would a~st certainly involve 

recirculation of the ~lectron beam but would hold out revolutionary 

proapects for laser chemiotry and physics. A leas dramatic T but important 

extension is to the far I.R. This is the couxse that Daresbury has taken. 

Requirements on th~ electron source are less demanding at longer 

wavelen9ths and the availab1l1ty of an ideal electron source in the former 

NINA linac all pointed In this direction. A Study Group has been 

considering the theory for some time and haa produced tl~ FEL1X proposal 

for a laser on which Hike Poole will report. 

Briefiy summarised FELIX will operate as a tuneable source in the 

range 75-150 ~m with mean power '0 Wand peak pOWer 10 7 w~ The bandwidth 

will be " 0.5\ dictated by the ~lsed nature of the source 6nd the radi

ation well collimated with second order coherence properti~s typical of 

stimulat~d emission. The radiation will be plane polarised and have a 

precise time atructure which can be used as a clock on a nanosecond time 

scale. A similar but less powerful device is under development by eell 

Laboratories for use in solid state FIR experiments. 

The estimated capital east of FELIX is of the order of £O.SM, a 

figure which would be very much greater were it not for the availability 

of th~ NINA injector. fA completely new linear accelerator WQuld cost 

around {2H.) 

The objectives of the FELIX project will be, firstly ae a test bad 

for free el~ctron laser theory which though highly developed is currently 

lacking in experimental data_ Secondly as a source of FIR radiation for 

experiments and it is with the latter applications that we are concerned 

here. Fiqure 1 taken from Martin and Hlzuno(2) shows the power and range 

of tuneabl~ FIR sources together with EELIX's characteristics. ?his make$ 

clear ~le ~adical nature of the proposed source. 

We hope to collect views on the usefulness of the device, to 

stimulate discussion and above all to set in motion the development of 

really radical eXperiments which are not poBsible with present sources. 

This meetin9 is the first atep in an iterative process. We welcome 

further comm~nts for those who attended the meeting and from those to whom 

the proce~dings have been circulated. 

R!FERENCES 

1. 	 V.A.G. Deacon. L.R. Elias t J.K~J~ Madey, G.J. Ramian, H.h. Schwettman 

and T.I. smith~ Phys. Rev. Lett. 39 (1917) ~92. 

2. 	 o.u. Martin and K. Mizuno, Mv. in Phys. 25 (l976) 211. 
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FIGURE CAPTION 

Fig_ 1 	 Output powers of tuneable sources that can generate 1 ~i or more 

continuously in the sub-millimetre spectrum. 
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FREE ELECTRON LASERS IN TilE FAR INFRA-k£D 


BY 


M.W. POOLE. 

Science Research Council, Dnresbury Laboratory. Daresbury~ 


Warrington WA4 4AD 


!n ths four years sInce operation of a free electron laser (FEL) amp

lifier was firAt demonstrated experimentally at 10.6 ItIl by the Stanford 

Univt;lrsity 9rouP( I) interest in such devices has increased rapidly. 11.1

though this team soon operated their apparatus as a 3.. 4 ~ ocillator{ 2) no 

further experiments have sJnco been undertaken On this. or any aim.i1ar 

device. However a Naval Research Laboratory/Columbia University collabor

ation culminltted in 1918 in succeaaful operation of a FEL at 400 IIM( 3). 

although employing a different operating regime making use of collective 

plasma effects. 

11. wide variety of theoretical FEL treatments has become available, 

includin9 techniques of quant~ electronics~ but it is now clear that the 

FEL should be seen as an evolution from earlier classical microwave de

Vices such as the travellin9 wave tube. extending their output to shorter 

wavelengths. Most of the basic behaviour of the Stanford device can in 

fact be explained with a Simple classical theory of single particle inter

<lction between electron and electromagnetic wave. However some of the 

Stanford FEL characteristics wers not predicted by such theory, in parti 

cular effects associated with propagation of radiation pulses l and more 

comprehensive theo-cies are also required to analy" advanced and complex 

PEL deaiuhB that can naw be envisaged.- 1\ large literature on FEL theo-cy 

now ~xi&ts. allowing detailed prediction of anticipated operating proper

ti~s of Ftf4 that mIght be built, but unfortunately these theoretical 

developmAnts have yet to be supported by a set of experimental data. 

1.1l order to contribute to the development of the F&L a test bed ex

periment has bc~n propossd by a study group hased at the oaresbury 

Laboratory of the Science Research Council. 'l'his would be a flexible, 

general purpose facillty not only supp!y.tng data able to be extrapolated 

to a wide variety of PEL designs I but alao giving essential practical ex

perience in the operation of theae new radiation sources. Th~ propbsed 

Free Electron l'..i:Iiser Investigation Experiment (FELIX) (II) has a chosen out

put wavelength speciried to be tuneable initially from 75-150 ~ and 

should provide P'Ulses with saturated peak power up to 10 MW, the mean 

power then bein':J several watts. If approved FELIX tofill alSio be a unique 

far infra-red source in its output range~ with very high power and tuna

bility of coherent radiation, and could be utilised for research, although 

this is not its principal objective. In any event the FELIX parameters 

are typical of tOO" of most likely future FELt/; dedicated to far infra-red 

applications, since the designs are dOlninated by available electron 

sources. 

FEl,IX employs conventional technology wherever posBible l and the per

iodic magnet at its heart has a plane j;X.\larised field producing a corres

ponding radiation proporty. 'l'he electron beam is provided by a 50 MeV 

linear accelerator once used as injector to the synchrotron N1.NA that has 

now been cloaed down~ and thia electron SO\lrCe must therefore be renovated 

and recol1lRlissioned incorporating modifications required for the 11'£1,. lbl 

time structure determines the corresponding pulse propertIes of {i'EI,IX, 

including the line ~idth of the optical cavity; although conventional 

optical techniquee can be used to modify the prope-cties of the multimode 

oscillator. Some of the more it'llj;X.\rtant f1'E:LIX parameters are su.rnrnarised in 

Table 1. 

With the ori9inal apparatue the FELl X tuning range can prohably be extend

ed to 50-200 ttm if necessary. Longer wavelengths require a new pet'iodic 

magnet to avoid excessive diffraction losses in the confocal cavity~ but 

the electron source will $6t a limit of about 300 JIM. Reduction of mIni

mum output wavelength will be severely limited by the associated reduction 

In FEL ':Jain, but a new magnet ~iqht allow operation down to about 20 I~. 

to be confirmed by o~eratIn':J experience. 

Far infra-red FELs are under development at a number of forei~ laborator

ies, and three examples tofill illustrate this work.. .anll Laboratot'ies 

(Murray Hill) plan a device with output 100-400 ~ and power levels co~

parable with FELIX, having: pulse structure set by its microtron electron 

source also similar to FELlX~ At the santa Barbara Quantum Institute FEt"s 

based on electrostatic acceleratora delIvering d.c. electron bea~s are 

being: developed, making possible extremely hi9h average output powers at 

5 • 



wavelengthG of sf!veral hundred microns with very narrow linewidth. 


F'lnally both tim Naval Research Laboratory and Columhia groups are contin


uIng experiments on collective FELs at far infra-red and sub-millimetre 


wavelengths to produce extremely high peak power~, although in ~hort 


« 1 Jls) pulses wit.h poor duty cycle. 


In conclusion it seems clear that construction of free electron 

laf;ers operatIng in the far infra-red at high power levels and continuous

ly tunable ov~r a wide range is feasible with existing technology and 

knowledge of FEL theory. Nevertheless such devices will require extensive 

f'.xperimental stUtlies before reliable resp-arch sources with optimwn 

propertief; can be establi~hed. 

REFERENCES 

1. 	 L.R. Ellas et aI, Phys. Rev. Lett. 36 (1976) 717. 

2. 	 [I.Ft.G. I~acon et aI, Phys. Rev. Lett. 38 (1977) 892. 

3. 	 D.D. HcDermott et 0'11, Phys. Rev. Lett. !! (1970) 1368. 

4. 	 M.W. Poole, nare~bury Laboratory Preprint DL/SCI/P240Ft (to be 
published) 

Table 1 

Specified output range (inItial) 75-150 I'm 

Linewldth (unmodified) 0.5 , 

fiaturation power, peak 10 MW 

mean 10 W 

Repetition rate 25 liz 

Macro-pulse length 1-2 "" 
~llcro-pulse length 60 ps 

Pulse traIn (;p-paraticn (408 Mllz) 2.5 ns 



TUNABLE FAR INFRA-RED Sl>ECTROSCOPY OF SEHICONDUC1'ORS 

by 

R.A. STRADLING 


Department of Physict), University of St. Andrews, Nor:th naught 

St. Andr:ews, fife, Scotland 


Far infra-red spectroscopy is being extensively employed to study a 

variety of phenomena in semiconductors including cyclotron resonance of 

ftee carriers~ free and bound excitone, electr:on-hole droplets, impurity 

states and the charged i~~rLty analogues of the negatively char:qed hydro

yen atom (n- ~nd A+ states). At present, fixed frequency coherent sources 

such as optically-pumped 9as lasers or spectrometers based on black-body 

sources are bein9 used fot euch studies. At best free electron lasers 

such as FELIX would seem to offer: only tt~ prospect of modest improvement 

in signal-to-noise figures for conventional spectroscopy and this advan

tage Ls unlikely to offset the high capital expenses and the disadvantages 

associated with operation at only a few central locations. Consequently 

cheaper: and smaller scale alternatives such as sources utilising cyclotron 

emission from semiconductors~ where powers of the order of 1 UN tuneable 

from 10 to 500 cm~l are available wo~ld seem preferable in scale and aost 

for most conventional spectroscopic applIcations. 

However the combi~ation of tunabilitYf high power and the ability to 

generate short pulses gives free electron sources the potential to open up 

new fields of study and the exploitation of such sources as they become 

avaIlable will be limited only by the ingenuity of the individual experi

menter In extendin9 the presently recognised range of experiments~ One 

can foreses for example that it would be possible by pumping individual 

phonon combination bands to generate high concentretions of non-equilibrium 

phonons at particular frequencies ri9ht out to the edge of the Brillouin 

zone. It would then be poeslble to mOdify such phenomena as the magneto

phonon effect which depend on the detail of the electron-phonon inter

action. It WDuld also be possible to measure the phonon lifetimes and 

their modification when in resonance with electrons. 

Possible applications can be divided into the intermediate (~ 1 kW 

peak power) and ultra high power (~ 10 MW peak power) regimes. 

9 

The tunability YOuld allow the precise excitation and saturation of 

mast free electron T impurity and excitonic tranuitions even at fairly mod

erate power levels - leading to such effects as self-induced transparen

cy, the possibility of sti~ulated emission and e variety of aasociated 

non-linear optical effects. It would be possible to induce optically the 

polarisation catastrophe (metal-insulator transition). Weak electronic or 

local-phonon absorption resulting from low concentration$ of impurities 

would be detectable by photoconductive or bolometric teahniques althou9h 

background ~ultiphonon absorption would ultimately limit the sensitivity 

of detection. At the very high levels capable of bein9 generated by the 

free electron laser, annealing or crystalli$ation of the lattice would be 

possible. Localisetion of the annealin9 effects could be produced by foc

usinq the radiation or by the spatial var:iation of the impurity or defect 

concentrat.ion. Finally one (Jhould mention in passing that photoch(ln\ical 

dissociation of selected moleculee ~uld be of considerable interest ae a 

future processing technique for the semiconductot indust.ry. In this appli 

cation the high power and tunability of free electron sources wou~d be of 

great value although the frequencies of inter:est are initially likely to 

be conoiderably 9reater than t.hose proposed for FELIX. 

10 
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~PPLICATION OF FELIX TO STUDIES OF SBHIOOHDUCTOR INVERSION LAYERS 

by 

M~ PEPPER 

Cavendish Laboratory, University of Camhridge f 
Hadingley Road f cambridge CBE ORE 

It. hi probabie that. such ft facility as FELIX wUl ina1J9'1JJ;'at" a new 

generat.ion of experiment.ation. which will allow a more comprehensive 

invest.igation than has hitherto been possible. 

Some of the topics which hmre been investigated ineludt! s:t\ldies: of 

transitions between quant.ized gubbandS:~ two dimensional pLasmons r cyclo

tron resonance, and two dimensional impurity bound states. ~periments 

are performed uAing a laser and adjusting the level separation ond carrier 

concentration unt.il reso~a~co occurs or by a spectrometer combined with 

signai averaging techniques. FELIX would considerahly simplify the ex

perill\ental process and would greatly aosist ttu!! separation of such phenom~ 

ena as the competition betwaen correlation and disorder• 

.. 12 



LOW FREQUENCY VIBRATlON 1« AMORPHOUS MATERIALS 


by 


D. WEAlnE 


University College. Belfield, Dublin 4, Elre 


Vibrational spectroscopy has played an important part in supporting 

the random network rnod~l for covalent amorphous solids{l). Infra-red 

absorption, Raman and inelastic ne~tron scattering are fairly well under

stood. OVer most of the spectrum the essential short~range character of 

the modes ("bending- I -stretching", etc.) is similar to that of a corres

ponding crystalt as is the density of states, but there are no strong 

effects analQ90us to k-selection. 

However, the ~ limit is clearly a special one, since one expects 

the continuum limit to be approached, much as in a crystal, and in some 

sense the k-vector is re-established as a quantum number. This "Debye 

req'ima" has attracted the attention of experimentalists dnd theorists frOtll 

time to time. It has proved difficult for the former and inscrutable to 

the latter~ For lR absorption the facts are 

2 

li~e. as the Debye density of states). It can be correlated with 

the T3 term in the specific heat. 

(1} 	 At low frequencies; but above 10 em-I, the absorption scales as w

(2) 	 Below 10 cm- 1 there is some indication of a stronger (~~1) depend

ence t but there is also a significant temperature dependence. 

Most theoretical models sU9q'est an ~~ dependence, but possibly only 

up to some critical frequency. lt must be said however that the~e is no 

convincing underlyin9 formalism for such models - they tend to' have an~ 

hoc character. Ziman(2) has commented on the lack of progress on this 

appa~ently simplo problem. 

In my opinion, the Udyin9""up of the theoretical picture is more 

urqently required than more datal If we can understand properly how to 

marry the Debye reqime to the more chaotic picture at high frequencies, 

and the possible relevance of tunnellimiJ modes and/or Anderson locali 

sation, then more and better data would be rewarding. 

13 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

£;1.9' I ~honon dnnsity of states as determined from neutron scattering. 

reduced Raman spectrum and far infra-red absorption for amorphous 

Go at 300 K as functions of wave number. 

Fig" 2 Infra-red absorption (solid linea at 300 K, dashed linea at 10 K). 

Flq. 3 Product of refractive indeX, n .. and absorption coefficient, 

a Cunction of frequency for various amorphous solids. 
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VIBRATION AND ROTATION AT SU~~ACES 

by 

D.A. KING, 

Department of IliII Chemistry, Donnan Laboratories I 

University of Liverpool, Liverpool L69 laX 


The most obvious problem confronting IR spectroscopy at surfaces is 

the very small number of molecules present. Even at monolayer coverage we 

are dealin9 with only 10l~ to 1015 molecules, and this small number 

taken together with the tiny dipole moments of many molecules places 

severe limitations on sen~itivity. carbon monoxide is one of the few 

molecules with a respectable moment and a very high percentage of studies 

rely on this molecule. 

Other alternatives are available. Electron energy loss spectroscopy 

in particular has qood sensitivity because it interacts with only the 

immediate surface regions, but is severely limited in resolution (~S meV) 

and canoot be used to study losses of much less than 20 meV because of 

background problems~ Atom scattering has recently been used with good 

sensitivity but is not yet a widely used or proven technique. Raman 

studios suffer from an even greater lack of senSitIvity than IR studies, 

apart frOlft certain freak sensitivities in particular metals where giant 

Raman resonances are seen, which leaves IR as a flexible high resolution 

probe provided only that an intense source is availabLe. 

What experiu1cnts could a l'Jood IR source be used for? Intensity would 

enable currently invisible modes to be seen. The elf stretch frequency. 

which is obviously quite basic to organic ~olecules. cannot be seen at 

present and there are many other instances even amongst simple molecules. 

One particularly interesting area of application is to the observation of 

low frequency modes. Much of the interest in surface chemistry lies in 

the interaction with the substrate. and substrate modes ar~ too low in 

frequency to be seen with current techniques. The "softening" of a 

particular phonon mode ~ay b~ the precursor to a bond breaking or a change 

in th~ molecular configuration I bu any significant softening takes the 

frequency below the range accessible with current technology. 

An example of mode softening may be found in the reconstruction of 

the tun9sten {OOl} surface. At higher temperat\U"es this surface has the 

symmetry expected from truncation of a bulk tungsten crystal, but on 

0001in9 reconstructs. a process driven by the need of the rather open 

(001) surfsce of body centred cubic materials to find more near-neighbours 

'for 	the surface atoms. Observation of a soft phonon precursor would give 

much more information about this system. 

Another area not presently experimentally accessible is the rotation

al spectrum: the observation of molecular rotations for molecules such as 

pyridine about the axis of the bond to the surface may lead to significant 

refinements in the determination of bond lengths and anglesw Hlgh resolu

tion vibrational spectroscopy of these larger molecules would also lead to 

the possibility of complete normal coordinate analysis. Changes in the 

sl~pes of molecules on chemisorption is an important but unexplored 

research area. 

FinallYt the brlghtness of th~ source and its picosecond pulso time 

open up the possibility of real time spectroscopic investigations of 

short-lived transients during kinetic processes, such as adsorption, 

desorption~ diffusion and catalysis. Excited state "hot" molecule 

adsorbed transients have been postulated as important intermediates In 

these processes, but no experimental methode are available with sufficient 

sensitivity to observe them. 

17 	 .s 



POSS111LE APPLICATIONS OF A FAR WFRA-nED 'FRElS ELY.(;TRON LASER TO '1'IIB 

STUOY OF MOLRCUL~R SYSTEMS 

by 

J. YARWOOD, 

Chemhtt"y De-pat"t.ment, University of Durham. ().uham City 0111 .3LE 

Applications of a vet"y high powered, tunable and p~16ed far infra-r.ed 

source might be anticipated in thre<l diff<lr<lnt areas. 

(i) Ther.e at"e a wide range of chemical aM bioohel1lical systems which 

would benefit from an improvc:nnnt in Icw) source inten9ity~ 'J.'his 

region is well known(1~2) for the observation and characterisation of 

co-operative, .1ynamic processes arising in a wide v8.l;'iety of compounds 

ranging fr.om simple polar liquids {3 1 
1
1} to biopolymers( 5). \ In ll1any 

instances oHution studies are essentialI3,~) in order to attempt to 

o~par(tte the various contrihuting phenomena.) There I'lre also a number 

of potenti~lly vet"y interesting syste~~ where one would like to examine 

a very wellk spoctr\Ull against a highly absorhing' $olvent or substrate. 

'l'hei1e incilloe aqueous solutions(6 •• surface adsorhed species( 7.6) and 

hydrogen oonde(t ccmplexes( 9). In lobi of these cases it is virtually 

impossible tQ obtain reasonable spectra with currently available 

SQurCE!$~ Increas;ed source intensity woultt undoubtetlly gl;'eatly improve 

our understanding of such systems. 

(iil Since a wide variety of the kineJ oC chemical systems mentioned 

ahove have aasociat.ed with th('.m dynamic processes in the lIS and ns timo 

t"llnge l 10) # it is extremely important to make use of the time structure 

of the puhieo source. Since this compriAEls mieropulses of 60 ps width 

anil 2.5 ns Reparation, it follows that pt"oceases with time constants in 

the 100 ps to 2.5 ns may be studied. Such a time scale would he appro

priate for r.xample for the study of (a) protein rot.,Uon in lipid bi

layers (b) internnl rotations and conformational changes within the 

pt"otein molecule and (e) 'flexing' of the hydrocarbon chains in phos

pholipId Inembranes. This p.:"\rticulo'l1: pl'lrt of the speott:Ufl\ haa the ad

vnntaqe th~t one need not usetll } a fluorescent 'tag' chTomo~lore. 

tiore naturally ocourring prote:ins may thet:efot"e be studied. There is 

also the pos$i.b{lity of studying considerably slowet: processes since 

macrop~$r.Q from a "FELIX' type source would hove a width of 4 ~B and a 

separation of 0.04 s~ This mi9ht allow, for example, the investiqation 

of the dynamics of proteln denaturation and that of phospholipid mole

cule. interchange at a membrane surface. Ooe problem with such measure

ments is the need for development(12) of very fast (i.e. psl detector5 

operating at 150 Urn ~avelenqths. It is felt, however, multipulse train 

optical delay techniques such as those employed at visible frequen

cies(13) ~ight be employed to alleviate this problem. 

(liij with such high powers available it is clear that a whole excit 

ing 	new area of sciellQe could be opened up by the sttldy of noll-linear 

phenomena at long w.,velengthg( 1... ) (i.e. phenomena depending( I~) on £2 

and 	£3 terms in the induced dipole moment expansion). The effects of 

an 	external electric field on illfra-red .,nd far illfra-red Qpectra have 

been studiedf16.17) to some extent. With a laser source such as that 

envls8ged in the JrELIX project olle would inevitably observe greatly en

hanced 'effects' (indeed. for a lot of molecula:r- llJystems one would not 

he 	able to tolerate powers ot 10 MW incident on the llJamplel). one such 

effect is that of induced optical activlty(lS) which might be important 

for 	the study of biolo9ical systems. It illJ doubtful whether the full 

implications of the use of such hi9h power levels have been recognised. 

Such implications should be more fully investigated with help from 

experts in this "rea~ 
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SOME POBS!ULB USES OF A FREE-ELECTRON {.hSE!R IN TilE SPECTROSCOPY 

OF GASES AND VhPQURS 

by 

G.W.. CHANTRY, 


National Physical Laboratory. TeddingtonE Middlesex 


The proposed free-electron laser (FELlI cQdenamed 1:'F.LI!K, for t1le 

Daresbury site wiU, initiaily at least, provide pulsed radiation fuUy 

tunahle he tween 75 .'lnft 150 urn, with the pO!1sibiU.ty af extp.noiing this 

range down to SO JJm. 'The peak. power- wi11 be high (tens af Megawatts), but 

th(:! spectral pudty will not lxl: patticulady good, initially 0.1'$ 

(- 0.2 cm- I " with possibly an eventual improvement to' 0.01\ (- 0.02 em-I). 

nl~ accumulaterl expertise and the availahility of specialised hardwAre at 

Dareshury wHl hopefully make the construction of the laser cheap, but 

there will inevitably be unexpected costs and in addition there will be 

all the costs of maintenance and support. It is uniikely that the facili 

ty will eVl'!'r, be offered cheaply - if full economic costing h adopted - so 

the questions to be asked are: (b.) whether this laser will do thinqa for 

the spl:!ctroscopist that he cannot get done any other way, and (b) bow do 

the costs nf alternative systems compare? 

Gas-phase 8~ctro&copists seek always to improve their sensitivity 

and their resolution. ~ a certain extent these two quantites are relate~. 

since the more gas one has, the higher i8 the pressure and the greater the 

pres!1urc broadening. Typically this latter i$ about 10 HII~/torr, 00 at 

the preSSUres used~ s"'y a few torr, one \fill have a line-width of about 

0.002: em-I. Doppler hroadening depends on the molecular mass and on the 

frequency, but in the 40-70 lJrn reqion it will typically be about 

0.001 	em-l. One sr.es therefore that in conventional spectroscopy. resolu

ltion qreater thnn ~bout O.Og]. cm- is unnecessary, because the lines under 

investlgation will be broader than that* Fourier transforll\ in$truments of 

the pres~\t generation will do O.1-0~Ol em-I, and the newly-announced 

BOMEH instrument wtll do 0.001 em-f. On the coherent side of the house 

there are submillimetre carcinotrom:!t of. the kind aperated by Krupnov, 

which howe cutrently been operated as hi9h as 33 em-I (300 11m), and thnce 

are several kinds of tunable laser system which are available in several 

different t"eqions of the infra-red. To be fair to FELIX, all theBe rival 

systems are very costly and if SAC were to inveRt in a BDHEM. oay, it 

would probably site it in a user-centre, but neverthelees one cannot see 

FELIX c<lmpeting in the field of straightforward qas spectroscopy. The 

most exciting brand of non-straiqhtforward spectrascapy is provided by 

Lamb-dip or saturation spectroscopy, in which it is posible to reoolvn 

featureS lyin9 within the Doppler line-width. The power of FELIX is 

attractive here, b"t since the Doppler line-width is so small in compari

SOn with the la!!ler line-width it is dif1cult to seE! many cases where it 

could usefully be applied. Ule construction of a FEL would nat be justi 

fied, therefore, for the purposes of what we might call conventional gan

phase spectroscopy. 

There are. however# several non-conventional caees where a powerful 

tunable SOl.lI:ce 'WOuld hI:! very welcomer these would include thoflm where the 

transition is inherently weak and/or where the concentration of absorbers 

is very small. One hall! 

a} Spectroscopy of non-polar molecules such as en,+, SiU,+t CFIt~ SiFt;~ 

C2H6, etc. These can absorb in the pure-rotational mode by virtue of 

hiqher electric moments, or else by virtue of centrifugal distortion or 

Coria1is interaction effects. 

b) Spectroaoopy of f.ree-radicaI9 and reaction intermediateG - here one 

needs enormous path lengths, because the concentratianll! are so iow, and 

since this meanll! multiple reflections one neli:'dll! Iota of initial power 

to have enough left to mea~urn at the end. The pulsed nature of the 

FEr. IX radiation could be very advant.ageoUll! here, since the radicals or 

intermediates couid be produced by flash-photolysis and the probing 

laser pulses could be synchronised with the production flashes. 

c) Two-photon, o~ optical-optical doubie resonance, spectroscopy. 

This needs a very powerful laser to take the molecule up to a virtuai 

Btate from which It can absarb another, usuaily a micrawave. photon. 

Most of the work so far has been done with the powerful CO2 laser or 

its isotopic and isoelectranic counterparte. These give out between 

them an enormous nunber of linell! in a region where many malecules have 

rich absorption spectra. The information qluaned so far has been most 

fascinating; thU9 virtually everything we ~now about Molecular colli 
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sions has come from thel!le studies~ and it it! reasonable to ima.gine that 

still ~re would be revealed if this kind of spectroscopy could be 

extended into other spectral regions~ 

d) Selective photochemistryt this has shown enormous pote-ntial for 

carrying out highly localised chemical changes in mOlecules artd~ even 

more intrin.guinqly" for selectively dissOCiating isotopic species.. 'l'he 

great puzzle at the moment is nhow does it work?~. since anharmonicity 

would he eKpected to lead to an initially resonant transition going out 

of resonance as it gets progressively more and more excited. The C02 

lasor at 10 Pm has been widely used for this purpose and the remarkable 

fact seems to be that ~ molecule is capable of stepwise absorption of 

up to forty 10-1~ photons before finally dissociating~ The PEL could 

be used in two ways! firstly either alone - or more likely as a partner 

to anotber laser - a$ a primary driver and secondly as a diagnostie 

tool fo~ investigating what io going on in this most remarkable 

process. 

In addition to these more or less established fields. there are 

several very new areas where the power and tunabil ity of a FEL could be 

very useful. '1l\US atmospheric studies "in the field M have been bedevilled 

by the lack of porYio'erful enough tunahle sources. pollution measurements 

have also been bampered by the lack of t\lnable laser sourcea beyond 30 Pm. 

Also the probing of the highly degenerate *gas· which is a thermonuclear 

plasma needs power - as much of it as you can get. ~e FEL might be 

attract1.ve for Th~son scattering measurements on a new generation of 

machines suoh as JET, but there would clearly be a logistic problem here 

since the laser would have to be, in some degree at least, portable. 

Finally one can think of oven more $peculative areas. eurnin.g "boles~ 

thro\lgh atmospheric absorption so that a subsequent probe beam can pass 

through~ is one such~ This clearly has miiitary possibiiities and it is 

not pure accident that the FEL development programmes in the USA and the 

OSSR are firmly under military control. 
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DISCUSSION 

1. COIIERENCE 

Dr. Chnntry {Nl>L) a~ked what was meant by "coherence'" in the context of 

this meeting. Spectroscopists usually meant the coherence length, equiva

lent to the inverse linewidth. whereas Dr. Pendry iDaresbury) used coher

ence for the n\lmber of photons in n given level. Would this latter type 

of coherence, the multiplo boson occupancy with Fm.rx. be useful? 

oX'. Pidgeon (Heriot-Watt) saifl that his gr()up had looked at this type of 

coherence tn three-level Molecular systems, with Raman-type effects which 

could not be prerii.cted by rate-equation theory. lie agroed wi.th Dr. Pendry 

that the multiple boson occupancy characteristic would be useful in 

studies of multjphoton proceRses. 

2. PULSF.: STROCTUR& 

Mr. Poole {Daresbury} decribed the pulse structure to be expected frorn 

FELLX, which would reflect that of the electron beam source. 1\ mncropulae 

of eiectron~ would he available at intervals of 40 ms# although Bome ad

justment ('If this period WQulfi be poGGiblel clearly it would not be feas

ible to store the ~ad~ation ove~ such a long period~ so that FELiX would 

inevitably be a puleed ~OUrGe. 

Within p~ch macropulse of several microseconds would be a train of 

electron bunches due to the radio frequency accelerating system, separa

ted hy 2.5 ns (figure 1). !he bunch length WOuld be in thQ range to-100 

po lind woultl he variableT but a nominal 60 pa had been assumed in the 

FF.LIX proposal. increasin~ the bunch length would reduoe the peak elec

tron current¥ leaning to a lower FEL gain. The minimum acceptable bunch 

lnngth wal'J set by the basic operation of the ~t:;L and would be an importallt 

topic of investigation on FELIX, but was likely to be nt least 20 pRo 

As each electron bunch traversed the interaction region it wpulft 

generate a corresponding micropulse of amplified radiation and this wpuld 

be reflected by the cilvlty mirrors. with the mirror separation a multiple 

~)f thtlt \:)et"'fHm succeS!iive micropul:ses repeated amplification ()f a small 

pulse train within the cavity would be achieved. Radiation would emerge 

from this cavity over much of the macropulse (> ~8) unless rapid mirror 

switching could be achieved. '!be space between micropulses might be 

variable but this would not be easy_ 

Dr. Chantry (NPL) pointed out that the width of one micropulse would lead 

tn a linewidth - 0.5 em-I. Could the resolution be improved over this? 

Mr_ FOole replied that standard laser techniques might be used to modtfy 

the linewidth of what was a multimode laser. particularly if some gBin 

could be sacrificed. Dr~ Pendry (Daresbury) thought that further monO

chromatisation would certainly be neoessary Cor some applications~ as this 

was an inherently broad source. Or. Chantty commented that the long time

gap hetween micropulses could not be smoothed out by available rnonochtoma

tor8~ but ektra pulses could be inserted by multiple reflection/Fabry

Perot techniques. 

3. USING THE PULSe STRUCTURE 

or. Pidgeon (Heriot-Watt) thought that one should either switch out one 

pulse and look at effects on a time-scale shorter than 60 ~. or look at 

effects on a much longer time-scale than 2.S ns (the time between micro

pulses). 

It Wag suggested by Dr. Lain' (Keele) that the micropulses could be 

stacked to build up very large electric fields. to investigate dynamic 

Stark effects and photodh.sQciation. Or. Nicholaa (Oxford} pointed out 

that the pulse structure could be used Cor completely new types of experi

ments, for example using 1 pulse to e~cite a certain number of electrono 

into a semiconductor conductton bandl and then using a second puls$ to 

monitor decay proceesesa 

4. OTHER POINTS 

1\fter a comparison of FELI~ wlth the aRS, several people remarked 

that they would find the SRS a useful source of I.R. However Dr. Chantry 

(N?L) pointed out the characteristics of the two sources were really very 

different. 
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FELIx source would be useful - Or~ Chantry conaidered that It was a useful 

feature. 

PIGURE CJl.P'l'!ON 

Fig. 1 	 Temporal charaeterintiee of radiation pulses from FELIX. The 

flat-top assumes saturation is achieved du.rin9 the latter part of 

the macropulse. 
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